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About This Game

Work in World War 2 Tank Factory, Date Beautiful Girls, and Choose Your Side in Alternate History Visual Novel!

Panzer Hearts is a story-driven game filled with romance and adventure. The setting is an alternate history WW2 where the
warmongering “Empire” is terrorizing its friendly neighbors. The young men and women brainwashed by the Empire see the

war of aggression as justified.

You take the role of a young, naive, brainwashed soldier, Bastian. Wounded in the battle, Bastian gets a second chance to serve
the Empire in a factory building tanks. Some of the people in the factory are linked to Bastian's past and some to his future.

They say love is blind, but in this case love and where it leads our young protagonist can completely change his future and the
course of the war. A chain of events and a cry from his past make Bastian question his loyalty and his side in the war.

The gameplay is visual novel style, so you read the story and make choices, which affect the game. We also have a special tank
building minigame, where you get to build World War 2 tanks! As visual novels go, there is also dating. Your decisions with the

girls might even affect the outcome of the war...
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Experience War From an Uncommon Point of View: On the Home Front

Work in a Tank Factory Building World War 2 Tanks

Date Girls and Reveal Their Secrets

Original Symphony Music Soundtrack

Over 60 000 Words and Over 4 Hours of Gameplay

Never Before Seen Alternate World: Ancient Egypt Meets Totalitarian Germany!
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Title: Panzer Hearts - War Visual Novel
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
HELYEES
Publisher:
HELYEES
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.66 GHZ

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

Storage: 592 MB available space

English
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Words fail the pure sadistic rage of the bugs we have encountered. Even by restarting the game, the bugs continue to stay
throughout. The walls. How do I put this. Sometimes, there are none. Spears and tridents fly and fly and fly and fly and then
when someone gets up, you will die if you do not "pounce" to the ground immediately after releasing these atrocities from hell.
Another problem seems to be the uh, "trajectory" of these flying objects. My body is a magnet and metal sears through my core.
More often than not, objects will target you out like a magnet to metal. (See what i did there). They will not stop until someone
is dead. The "short sword," not sure on actual name, has the range of a spear or any weapon of similar length. It does not seem to
make contact but some magical blast of energy knocks ya on ya bum. and then you die. Jeremy entered a rage induced coma,
but very good game otherwise, hilarious even if not the intent. 10/10 but fix some bugs please for the love of all things holy it
can only help.. It's like Ikaruga with little girls. For those all of you think this game is like 1990 graphics and some typos, true
thats true. But dont forget.. Graphics arent matter. Its what gameplay.

Sure gameplay was clonky as hell , but when you got used to it welp you can do all this and also since the Rewarding system is
great out of charts, of course some materials is confusing.

Theres some 2011 users who had played this game before they know war thunder... does war thunder has BF 109 B or Dora?

Incase some weaboos WT user want to say : You never played war thunder before dont compare!
"Dont say i never played War thunder before, im level 40 in WT. Don't believe check my steam. "

But i say to developers Fix your typo and some confusement in your description. im giving it 5/10 because of some typos and
confusing gameplay.

And also devs its time for you to UPGRADE your graphics since graphic loving weaboos think its some sort of incomplete
game of yours HIS dev.

Anyway i think i liked it because before i knew War Thunder.. Great game, hilarious in coop!

Casual peasants crying about not having controller support, it's a PC game so it shouldn't be a priority, it's perfectly playable
with a keyboard, controls are very good, if anything you can tweak them... if your brain is bigger than a peanut of course.

Want to have some fun and laugh with a friend or friends? buy this game you won't regret it, infinite replayability.. I hope the
next Beat Hazard 2 update will have offline saving like the original Beat Hazard.. It's a nice little game. It has a decent amount
of puzzles with a okay story to chase. The game play system for this style of game is one of the best I've played. It can be
enjoyed as a family game (freinds are the family you choose. ) or by yourself. So if you like this type of game. You'll most
likely like this too.
. do planes and shoot other planes with your planes. Next up today was "Cube & Star" (Doppler Interactive). I rolled a cube
around a geometric environment, collecting objects of unknown purpose, and reading cryptic messages. I supposed I would have
had to play the game longer for its purpose/goals to reveal themselves, but the gameplay itself was tedious, and the music was
extremely repetitive and quickly got on my nerves.

For a game that doesn't explain itself from the onset, it would need to have much more engaging mechanics to hold my attention
long enough for me to come to an understanding of what I'm supposed to be doing (a game like Starseed Pilgrim comes to mind,
which I played for about two hours before I even began to have the foggiest idea of what I was supposed to be doing—but it was
a fun and engaging two hours of cluelessness).
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Maybe Cube & Star this is a life–changing game that I'll never experience because I lacked the patience, but there's also an
opportunity cost to that sort of hopefulness…. Here is my "First Day on Launch Day" video and "Early Access REVIEW"
Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=s3CoU3e8fr4

The game is fun all for about 20 minutes. Tops.

It's very early in access, and very rough, but the graphics look promising enough to make it a good game. The biggest question is
will they ever stick around to complete it and make it something that truly lasts and make it something that is fun to play for
more then a very short period of time? Doubtful in my eyes, but I hope they prove me wrong!

Watch my video link above if you want to see why this game got a 47% early access score from me. Thumbs down. There's just
far better ways to spend your money then this. Toilet Paper in the real world is certainly one of them!. Now honestly, yes it may
be freakin impossible to hide from the dude. He can freakin get you from anywhere. But honestly, I had a lot of fun playing this
game, no joke. What made the game scary to me was the fact that the dude jumping out at you seems pretty unpredictable and I
feel like thats what made this game scary was the knowing that this dudes bout to jump through walls and crap to get you. $5
may have been too much to spend on a game like this, but I don't regret buying it cause now I have a funny memory on my
channel that made it worth it. I'm also gonna make my friends come over and play this for my channel some more, and they
won't even know it's impossible for you to win. Props to the creator for this game, I assume you're new to developing so if this is
one of you're first projects, props to you man you gotta start somewhere!

Here's my video if you wanna have a laugh - https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=golBlEAFsu4
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Played it at a LAN party with a few friends and we were absolutely BLOWN AWAY. I remember a lot of shouting,
buttclenching, laughter and fistbumping when we finished a level. Super tight controls that feel just right, fun levels and great
coop gameplay. Bloody amazing!. Great but too short. If there were mods and DLC it would be better. However, it's a game
made more than ten years ago.. More like a battle. Okay, so I played until the monster portal, and I can say, that I already
enjoyed the good 1st hour of this game! :) I shall play more too once I get down to it. xD

The game allows you to pick 4 characters for your party... The main one, the best friend, and two other friends. xD In my case, I
picked the Healer as main, the cat-girl as bestfriend, and the Hunter and Sorceress as two other friends. :D You can actually
choose your own team builds for this game, that makes every experience unique, which I really loved. :)

I also noticed that the developer made unique lines for each character and with great voice acting at that. :D So kudos for that. :)
It also looks like each main char you choose + their best friend have unique combinations in dialogues and whatnot, which
makes variety to the characters' interactions with each other.

Now, for the gameplay itself. It is a fun turn-based battle with some really good animations and enemy sprites. I actually
enjoyed its fast-paced battles and any casual gamers will immediately appreciate its simplicity, while still being engaging at
times.

You will have a unique Rival depending on your chosen party (I guess?), and I love how you meet and fight them along the way,
while treading into the dungeons. There are also some cool secret locations inside the dungeons where you can discover some
nice items and bonuses.

The game doesnt have random encounters, and have on-map touch event based encounters, which is really cool. Plus, you get
the chance to have a pre-emptive strike, if you every touch an enemy while its' turning away from you. Makes encountering
enemies very fun.

Once again, the Voice acting was really amazing and high quality, and you get to hear them a lot in both the cutscenes and the
battles. I also really love some of the lines, and find them really funny and quirky! It is such a nice touch to the game. :)

Overall, I recommend this game to anyone who likes dungeon crawlers games and simple JRPG games with turn-based
elements. It gives you a variety of characters\/classes to choose from, it has beautiful artworks, amazing voice acting, and
rewarding battles. What more could you ask from a simple, decently prized RPG? XD :). Even if i've enjoyed this logic game
very much, I don't recommend buying this game. There's no tutorial, the game is pretty confusing, and music is ****.
This logic game became a clicking intense battle the clock for a better personal best simulator.. Theis game was one fo the best
inde game i have ever played. I suggest this game to EVERYONE.. The graphics are appealing, but in a short time you will
discover number of issues...Firstly, the male character is extremely annoying! Many times, even if you have heard the dialogue
before, you cannot skip.

Secondly, the fancy script is interesting for a short while until you realize that it is extremely difficult to read the notes
throughout the game. In an adventure game which tells much of its story through reading, this makes the game unenjoyable,
even almost unplayable. Games should be fun, not tedious!

The camera angles are horrendous! You have to click constantly to get the character to more and positioned to retrieve items.
You cannot play this game without using the hint system to see clickable items, because otherwise if you see an object you think
is usable, you often cannot get it without much trial and error.

This is a short little story that might be worth a playthrough on the cheap, but I would not invest too much into it.

Steam needs an OK button!

DISCLAIMER: These are my opinions about the experience I had playing this game. I share them in hopes that people who are
like minded will either enjoy a suggested game, or avoid frustration wasting time and money on something I felt was a personal
waste. Please feel free to comment positively, but know that anything that trolls or is just simply negative comments will be
quickly deleted. The reality is, that my reviews are for people who do not own the game, not to initiate philosophical dialogue
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about it. If you are passionate about this game, please feel free to share that in your own review.. If you like mellow\/relaxing
instrumentals that make you feel calm\/sad, this soundtrack will be what you're looking for.. There are a lot of useful tiles in this
pack that will add variety to your game.. A very unique puzzle game, it escalades in difficulty that pushes you think a bit harder.
When a new mechanic is thrown in, the first few levels with let you test it out and then throw you back into complex puzzle. The
graphics are simple and nice. The sound is simplistic and lets you think clearly. A very good puzzle game for a quick play
session.

Version 1.1 Update - Letterbox fixed, Pink Hair for Men!:
Hello kittens!

We've just gone live with the version 1.1. update with the following new things:

- major middleware update to Unity 5
- Fixed some errors in dialogue.
- Fixed bugs with the online highscore table.
- Fixed bug with the display of daily coin bonuses.
- Potential fix for mail screen overlay bug.
- Glam men can now have pink hair!

We are aware that a small minority of users may have issues starting the game. This is due to the minimum specs for Unity
games changing slightly.

- On PC, Windows XP or higher is required
- On Mac, OSX 10.7 or higher is required

If you do have this issue please contact us straight away via our website ( www.magicnotion.com/contact ) for the workaround
which will allow you to continue playing.

If you have any issues, as always contact us and we will be happy to help.

Rich :-). DevBlog #4: Newspapers, GUI and Being a Dick:

This week I finished furnishing a new area with items, implemented a GUI system, and done a bit of creative writing!

Click Here to read more and see new screenshots![koobazaur.com]. [Alpha] Patch v1.1.9:

You can now change your keybinds for the crucial controls. More Keybind options and improved UI coming soon.

. (31st July Patch UPLOADED) Player Feedback Game Improvements:
(31 July 2015 PATCH UPLOADED) See below for what's new!
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Rebindable Keys - YES IT IS HERE! - DONE and Uploaded
- You will be able to rebind all the keys except 'Esc' in this update.

Repeat Action - DONE and Uploaded
- Tired of selecting your smiths again to repeat the same actions? Not any more! This update brings you a handy "Repeat
Action" button right from the results popup for Explore, Training and Vacation.

Multi-smith selection - DONE and Uploaded
- You will be able to select multiple smiths to go on Vacation, to Explore or Train!

Weapon Awards Rebalanced (again) - DONE and Uploaded
- After a lot of feedback from Players, we have updated the Golden Hammer Awards to make them more logical. This means
you will always have to beat your competitors to win. Bribing still works, though. We will continue to get your feedback on this
to improve the system further.

Weapon Requests - DONE and Uploaded
- We got reports about requests being almost impossible to complete in later regions. This should be fixed in this update!

Missing Objectives - DONE and Uploaded
- A few Players reported having completed only 57/62 objectives, although no new objectives were popping up.

Minor Bug fixes - DONE and Uploaded. Patch Notes 1.10.27:

General:. Update #6 is here!:
Dear players, new update is here.
* Added more colliders on ground to prevent ball falling through floor
* Colliders in arenas changed
* Steam leaderboard support and ranks added
* You can see your rank in game via leaderboard
* Ai players updated
* Fixed bug in splitscreen (Camera view rect)
* Fixed bug in player camera (bad rotation on game start)
* Ball physics updated
* Better stability of game
* Several small bugs fixed. Exploration Vessel Naming Contest - The Finals:
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Now that the first phase of the ship naming contest is over, we are one step closer to finding the perfect name for the
exploration vessel in Love Thyself Part 2. We have received many suggestions that I am sure Aeternus P02 would be quite
pleased with. Thank you all for your submissions!

We have picked the top five appropriate submissions (with the small adjustment of merging Narcissus and Narcissa) to enter the
finals. Now it’s time to determine the ship’s name and the winner of this contest!

The finalists are:

 Avant-Garde by Talross

 Illustrious Visage Eta by ImperatorTempus42

 Narcissus by Argonauty and Aranom (Both players will receive credit for this)

 Preciso Scalpellum by Hibbidy_Jibbidy

 His Glorious Light by Zephram

Cast your vote on Games2Gether![www.games2gether.com]. Upcoming update part 5: teleporter gadget:

From the team:. Play Online & Tournament Days:
We are always improving Yargis! Join our group to find out when others are playing Yargis:
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/Yargis. Added 2 New Supported Games:
Hello,

Today I added support for 2 new games and fixed some things. See the details below.

Added support for Squad.
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Added support for Rising World. (Please note Game Server Toolbox is not capable of stopping this server as it is a Java server.
We will be adding support for java servers soon but for now just close out of the command prompt window to shut the server
down.)
Added Join Server support for ALL currently supported servers as of this announcement.
Added a link to our supported servers in the Game Selection Tab.
Fixed many small bugs.

Small update, but adds support for 2 new games!
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